We’ve just sped up the response time to our Reader Service cards, so now you can get information more quickly about advertisers’ products and services, about products we list in the New Products section, and about the software and books we review in our three reviews departments. Under our new system, the company will have your name and address just days after you send out the card. And we continue to pick up the postage!

While you’re indicating the products that interest you, please take a moment to circle the articles and departments that you liked in this issue. That will let us serve your interests better.

**We’d like to hear from you!**

**FREE FACTS. FAST!**

1. **Introduction**
2. **General description**
   2.1 Product overview
   2.2 User descriptions
3. **Functional requirements**
   3.1 Automatic functions
   3.2 Human-activated functions
   3.3 State-transition functions
   3.4 Error-response functions
4. **Interface requirements**
   4.1 Human interface requirements
   4.2 Hardware interface requirements
   4.3 Software interface requirements
   4.4 Communications interface requirements

Figure 1. Standards requirements specification format (from ANSI/IEEE Std 830-1984).

4. Use a unique identifier for each requirement.

**Extra information.** Digital Switch hasn’t had the problem of having extra information in requirements specifications. In some organizations, though, requirements writers can’t resist specifying functions or features they just know the customer will want — never mind that the customer has not been consulted on the additions! A good way to keep requirements specifications trim is to show the customer a per-feature price list.

Next time we’ll use the most-probable errors list to show how to prevent errors in both the architectural (high-level) and detailed design of software. Your comments and lists continue to enrich the series, and I look forward to more of your contributions.

Harry G. Johnson, President, Digital Switch Corp., for their contributions to this piece.

**If STRUCTURED ANALYSIS is your passion, you’ll love **DeeDee™**!

THE DATA DICTIONARY management tool you’ve wished for!

- Syntax checking for data consistency
- Makes global changes
- Alphabetizes automatically
- Menu driven and configurable
- Tailored automated documentation
- Automated creation of sub-definitions
- VAX EDT-like editing of data structures

Keeps LARGE PROJECTS under budget!

**Powerful, Productive, Fast!**

DeeDee™ . . . $2995

Ada and Pascal type declarations created with MkT™ option . . . $995
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